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How to Know if a Program is 
Compatible with Windows 10 

 
By Dennis Faas on March, 7 2016 in “infopackets.com”. 
Infopackets Reader Bill V. writes: 

" Dear Dennis, 

We have two computers running Windows 7; one of them has the white Microsoft logo on it which says 
it's ready for the Windows 10 upgrade, while the other one does not. I'd like to upgrade both computers to 
Windows 10, however, we have a very important Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet set up and I would hate to find 
out that I can't use the spreadsheet after upgrading to Windows 10. Is there a way to know if a program is 
compatible with Windows 10? " 



My response: 

I've been asked this question quite a bit lately and the easiest way to find out if your programs are 
compatible with Windows 10 is to run the Windows 10 installer and have it report to you what is not 
compatible (if any). You can run the installer one of two ways: first, by double-clicking on the white 
Microsoft Logo next to the clock, then choose "Start the upgrade now", or by downloading the Windows 
10 ISO and running the setup.exe. 

How to Know if your Program is Compatible with 
Windows 10 
Once the Windows 10 installer has been initiated, it will check and see if certain programs are not 
compatible with Windows 10, then provide you with a report if there are any conflicts. If there are no 
conflicts, you will be presented with the "Ready to install" window, where you can either click Next to 
proceed with the upgrade, or you can click on the Red X at the top right of the window to cancel out of the 
upgrade and go back to the desktop. 

If you don't have the white Windows logo in your tray bar, you can download the Windows 10 ISO from 
Microsoft's website using the Windows 10 Media Creation Tool, mount the ISO image once it's been 
downloaded, and then run the setup.exe from the virtual DVD - this is all explained in my article on how to 

mount an ISO image. After doing all that, the compatibility report will run during the install - just as I 
mentioned above. 

If you are worried about clicking on the wrong thing and that Windows 10 may 'accidentally' install on your 
computer, then I suggest you run do a disk image backup of your system before you run the Windows 10 
installer. Should you decide to install Windows 10, I still recommend doing the disk image backup first, in 
case there are any major issues during the upgrade - plus, you can roll back to your previous operating 
system at any time should you wish. If you need help setting this up, contact me and I'll do it for you using 
my remote desktop service. 

An Alternative Way: Forcing the App Appraiser 
Another way to get the Windows 10 compatibility report is to initiate the app appraiser from your Windows 
7 or 8 machine (instructions below). This will only work if you have the white Microsoft logo by the clock. 
Please note, however, that some folks have trouble using this method as it can take anywhere from 15 
minutes to a few hours to run, and then it may not produce a report at all unless you forcefully set the 
date 1 month ahead (for example). In that case, I suggest you simply run the Windows 10 installer using 
the methods I described above, as it is guaranteed to run the compatibility report.  

Instructions for the app appraiser are as follows: 

1.Click Start and type in "cmd" (no quotes); wait for CMD.EXE or Command Prompt to appear, then right 
click it and select Run as Administrator. 

2.Highlight the text below with your mouse: 

schtasks.exe /Run /TN "\Microsoft\Windows\Application Experience\Microsoft Compatibility Appraiser" 
echo this is a dummy line 
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 3.Right click over the text above and select Copy. Next, go to the administrative command prompt, then 
right click in the middle of the window and select Paste from the dialogue menu. The command you 
highlighted in Step #2 should now output to the window. 

 4.Wait anywhere from 15 minutes to 4 hours for the report to run (there is no 'progress bar'). Then, 
double click on the Windows 10 logo in the tray bar near the clock, and the compatibility details should be 
listed. If you don't see the compatibility details, you can try adjusting the clock so that it is 1 month ahead; 
doing so will 'force' the details to update .the methods I described above, as it is guaranteed to run the 
compatibility report. 

Got a Computer Question or Problem? Ask Dennis! 
I need more computer questions. If you have a computer question - or even a computer problem that 
needs fixing - please email me with your question so that I can write more articles like this one. I can't 
promise I'll respond to all the messages I receive (depending on the volume), but I'll do my best. 
 

 

You  had to be careful of what you said in front of your 

children now watch out what you say in front of your 

computer! 

 

Voice Typing In Google Docs 

Category: Software From “askbobrankin.com”. 

 

 

Look, Ma, no hands! Google has added “voice typing” to its free, cloud-based Google Docs 

word processor. In addition to the speech-to-text as an alternative to typing, you now have 

control over cursor navigation and formatting options like text selection, punctuation, and 

copy/paste. All you need to use it is a Chrome browser, a Google account, and a microphone. 

Here's the scoop... 

 

"Just Say the Word" 

I love talking to my smartphone. I can dictate short emails and text messages with surprising 

accuracy and efficiency. But for serious word processing on my desktop, there wasn't a simple, free 

option that offered voice typing. Now, that has changed. 

The next time you open a Google Docs file, you may see a popup asking if you want to try voice 

typing and navigation. If you don’t see the popup, you can click the Tools button on the menu 

bar and select “voice typing” from the dropdown menu. A small window like the one in the image 

below (voice typing.png) will appear. 
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English (US) is the default language; click on the language shown to see a list of several dozen 

supported languages. However, the new navigation and formatting options are only available in 

English at this time. Surprisingly, the new options are only available for desktop browsers, not 

mobile users. 

 

Click on the microphone icon to toggle voice typing on or off. (The icon is red when voice 

typing is enabled, black when it’s turned off.) Now just start speaking what’s on your mind. 

The speech recognition algorithm does a pretty good but imperfect job of guessing what you say. 

Spoken words appear as typewritten text quickly, but with a noticeable delay. It doesn’t take 

long to get comfortable with voice typing. I found that if I speak clearly, very little post-entry 

cleanup is necessary. 

Spoken commands take a bit of memorization. You can say things like “Select next word (or 

line, or paragraph)” or “select last N characters” where N is the number of characters. Selected 

text can be formatted using commands like “delete,” “copy,” “bold,” “bullet list,” and so on. You 

can even change the size, font, and color of text. 

Punctuation and Irritation 

Voice typing in Google Docs is great if you use Google Docs as your word processor, and Chrome 

for browsing. A more general tool that enables voice typing in other programs is Dragon 

Naturally Speaking by Nuance. You can use it to dictate in Microsoft Word, WordPerfect, 

Notepad and other applications. Versions are available for both PC and Mac, ranging in price from 

$69 to $175. 

Punctuation can be added with commands such as "comma", “period", and "question mark". 

Surprisingly, speaking the phrase, “What is the orbital period of Saturn question mark” turned 

out just as I intended: “What is the orbital period of Saturn?” and not “What is the orbital . of 

Saturn?” 
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Wisely, “undo” is a voice command. You’ll use it often as you learn how to talk to your Google 

Doc. Speech recognition is still a bit squirrely, and the formatting commands don’t always work 

the first time. But voice typing is usable, and it will surely get better with time. 

One irritating bug sometimes occurs when I close the voice-typing microphone window; my 

keyboard no longer has any effect on the Doc I have open. Reloading the browser page fixes 

that, but it should not happen even in a beta version of voice typing. 

As a desktop tool, voice typing is not going to replace keyboards except for people with certain 

disabilities. I have friends with carpal tunnel issues who find it extremely useful. The visually 

impaired may find voice typing invaluable when it is combined with a screen reader. 

https://support.google.com/sites/answer/1637080?hl=en Mobile users may find voice typing quite 

useful, due to the lack of a physical keyboard on those devices. 

Have you tried voice typing in Google Docs? Take it for a spin, and let me know what you think. 

Post your comment or question to “askbobrankin.com” 

 

 

Has this happened to you? 

Updategate: Microsoft is burying adware in its Patch 

Tuesday updates 

Compulsory upgrade nag comes with your security fixes  
By Chris Merriman in “theinquirer.com”. 

 

 

JUST WHEN YOU thought Microsoft had stooped as low as it could with Updategate, along 

comes another low blow. This time it's an advertising payload hidden in a security patch. 

First discovered by Woody Leonhard at InfoWorld, this month's KB3139929 security fix 

issued as part of Patch Tuesday has a trojan horse inside - KB3146449 - under the rather 

vague explanation of "several non-security-related fixes for Internet Explorer". 

What this actually does is makes Internet Explorer display a blue banner on the new tab 

page which says: 'Microsoft recommends upgrading to Windows 10.' 

What makes it even more spectacular is that it is in no way separate from the security patch 

- you uninstall the security patch or keep the ad-generating payload. 
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You know what, Microsoft? We're calling it. You're infecting your customers' PCs with 

software over which they have no control and, worse still, could actually be worse off for not 

installing. 

Basically, this is adware. Adware is a type of virus. As such, you are now hacking your own 

customers. It has to stop. Every time there's a line to cross, Windows 10 seems to cross it. 

Microsoft, you have actually become downright evil.  

We said at the time of the launch that there was something unsettling and Orwellian about 

the way Satya Nadella sold us Windows 10. By golly were we right. 

KB3146449 doesn't appear in your update history. The only way you can tell if you've got it 

is the banner appearing. The only way of stopping it is not to install the update. That's 

megalomania. 

Oh, and one more thing that Leonhard spotted. If your machine is on a domain you won't 

get this payload - only if you're an individual. 

This means that the people with the big bucks - the corporations - have no reason to 

complain while the little guy gets kicked in the craw. 

Remember: these aren't Windows 10 customers, so the 'well that's what you get for free' 

rule doesn't apply. These are the people who haven't upgraded yet, the ones who paid for 

the operating system. 

We've asked Microsoft for comment, but the corporate excuse-bot is getting a bit tiresome 

now. µ 

 

I think I would take this with a grain of salt! 

[HACK] Should You Worry About Getting 

Mousejacked? 

Category: Security From “askbobrankin.com”. 

 

 

More than 80 media outlets have echoed a security alert issued by startup security firm Bastille 

Networks. “Hackers can exploit your wireless mouse to take control of your cursor and 

keyboard... or even inject malware into your computer!” Should you ditch your wireless mouse, 

or is this story a bit overhyped? Let's take a look at the facts… 

 

What is Mousejacking? 

First, let me note that Bastille Networks, founded in March 2014, claims to be “the first and only 

company to completely secure the Enterprise by identifying airborne threats,” but does not have 

any products or defined services that I can find. Its website mainly consists of press releases and 

blog posts about “airborne threats.”  
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The “Mousejack” tab prominently featured on Bastille’s main page leads to an "affected devices" 

page that contains just a few links to vendor websites. At present, only Logitech is offering 

patches for the problem. Lenovo, Gigabyte, HP, Microsoft and other vendors listed there do not. 

(Be wary of third-party websites offering security patches. I always advise visiting device 

manufacturers’ sites for the latest, malware-free driver software.) 

Now let’s look at the Mousejack vulnerability and see how bad it really is. Bastille modified a USB 

dongle used to control a drone called CrazyFlie so that the dongle could explore the communications 

protocols used by other USB dongles. Here are the significant findings: 

 

First, the Mousejack vulnerability can affect Windows, OS X and Linux computers. But it exists 

only in certain USB mice, not Bluetooth devices. If your wireless mouse uses a Bluetooth 

connection to your computer, you are NOT affected. 

Next, mouse data is usually unencrypted and unauthenticated. One can sniff out what a wireless 

mouse is doing, and even inject bogus mouse-clicks and movements into the data stream a mouse 

sends to its host computer. Bastille claims these things can be done from a distance of up to 100 

meters (328 feet, or roughly the length of a football field), but that would require the hacker to 

have a clear line of sight to the target mouse dongle and no RF interference, conditions that 

rarely exist. (Take your wireless mouse into another room and see if it can move the cursor on 

your computer display.) 

It turns out that keyboard input is usually encrypted, but some mouse dongles will accept 

unencrypted keystroke data anyway. So Mousejack won’t let a hacker record keystrokes but it 

will let him inject fake keystrokes via the mouse. Some dongles will automatically “pair” with 

any nearby device without user interaction. So if your mouse dongle is plugged in and a properly 

equipped hacker is nearby, the hacker’s keyboard may secretly link to your dongle, obtaining its 

encryption key and allowing injection of bogus keystroke data. This scenario is most likely in 

public WiFi hotspots. 

How Can You Tell if You're Being Mousejacked? 
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The symptoms of a Mousejacking would include erratic, unexpected cursor movements and 

seemingly random keystrokes that the user did not enter. A user might well assume there’s a 

corrupted driver or bad hardware device. It’s also likely that a hacker would use a “virtual 

keyboard,” software that spews keystroke and mouse data so rapidly that it’s over before a user 

notices anything amiss.  

As for injecting malware into a computer via a Mousejacked USB port, I don’t see any evidence 

that Bastille actually did so. I can envision a scenario in which a Mousejacked system opens a 

browser, navigates to a malware site, and downloads a malware package. But if you are sitting at 

the keyboard you are going to notice all of that unexpected activity. 

In short, Bastille and the tech press are making a big fuss over a flaw that is quite difficult to 

exploit. The reaction of wireless mouse makers has been mild. Logitech has published a patched 

version of its Unifying Software driver.  

My Logitech mouse was not listed as vulnerable, but I downloaded and applied the updated 

Logitech firmware just to run through the process before recommending it here. There was a 

minor glitch. On the first attempt, I was informed that the update process failed, and was told to 

retry. Upon clicking the Retry button, my computer froze and required a reboot. After rebooting, 

I ran the updater again and it worked without incident. 

Dell’s mice use the same software and Dell machines will receive the patch automatically if Dell 

update software is running. Lenovo has offered to replace its model 500 series mice and 

keyboards that can’t be upgraded by software. Microsoft has essentially said, “We’ll patch it 

when we get around to it.” 

Is There a Plan B, or Should I Panic? 

If your mouse is affected and there's no patch available (or if you're not sure whether or not your 

mouse is affected) you can and should take one simple step to minimize the small possibility of 

being Mousejacked. Set your screensaver to lock your computer after X minutes of inactivity, 

and require the user’s password to unlock it. Here's how on Windows: Click the Start button, 

then click on "Change Screen Saver" to see the Screen Saver settings. Adjust wait times as 

desired. Set up a screen saver and check the box for "On resume, display logon screen." You’re 

done. 

Bottom line, there's no need to panic about the possibility that hackers in dark glasses and 

trenchcoats will inject malware into your dongle. (Just typing that sentence made me giggle.) 

Apply the Logitech fix if you have an affected Logitech device. Update your screen saver 

settings. If you're still concerned about mousejackers, switch to a wired mouse. 

Your thoughts on this topic are welcome. Post your comment or question to 

“askbobrankin.com”... 

 

 

https://forums.logitech.com/t5/Mice-and-Pointing-Devices/Logitech-Response-to-Unifying-Receiver-Research-Findings/m-p/1493878/thread-id/73186


 

ARE YOU SURE THAT IS A GOOD PASSWORD? 

 

 


